
 
 

 

i3 INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL BULLETIN 220916-SW-01 

September 16, 2022 
Re: CMS Web v6.2.2.0 Release Notice 
 
 
To all of our customers and partners; 
 
This bulletin is the official notice of the CMS Web v6.2.2.0 release. 
 
CMS Web 6.2 is tested and released with following purposes: 
 
 
New features: 
 

1. Faster, more responsive video streaming (#49796) 
View up to 16 live video channels through CMS Web. New streaming method ensures fast loading and 
smooth live playback experience. 
 

2. SRX-Pro Relay Server connection is now managed by CMS Web (#50653) 
Note: SRX-Pro v7.3.2.X and up 
 

3. Updated and re-organized Smart-ER reports (#45711) 
Includes the new “Group by” option. Available filter options: Employee, Exception type, Register, Date, 
Tender, Loyalty card. 
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4. Encrypted Video Transfer (EVT) under Incident Reporting module (#45710) 
When creating a new incident, the users can now attach an encrypted video clip, which can then be 
shared with the team and/or third parties (e.g. law enforcement) via a secure link. Requested encrypted 
video clips (by camera, date and time) are retrieved overnight. Once the EVT is ready for review, team 
members are alerted via email. Retrieved video clips are stored on the CMS portal for up to 3 months for 
review. 
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5. Velocity Timer: New drill-down data reporting (#47043) 
View top 5 best and worst Drive Thru transactions for each hour/day/week/month. View linked video 
though Web Streaming or through VPC. 
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6. New TLog integration (#51185) and default Ad hoc customer report (#51365) 
 
Improvements: 
 

1. News widget update – show 5 latest news stories from i3 website (#50009) 
2. Smart-ER 

a. Performance improvement - faster report loading (#50441) 
b. Allow assigning Adhoc reports to user groups (#47036) 
c. Smart-ER: Changed “Total #:” to “Total $” (#53802) 

3. Custom in-store & summary report (AC area) (#49631) 
4. Velocity Timer – color-code data based on the goal attainment. I.e. Green – exceeding goal, Yellow -  

meeting goal, Red – not meeting the goal (#47948) 
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Fixes:  
 

1. Emails with asterisk in the title (*) not sent (#46518) 
2. Unable to load more than 1000 LDAP groups/users (#50292) 
3. Missing alert image on some sensor alerts (#50184) 
4. Incorrect timestamp on the sensor report image (#50168) 
5. Incorrect data displayed for WTD/PTD in-store summary report (#49626) 
6. Certain users restricted from opening Heatmap thumbnail images (#51166) 
7. Login and Home pages take too long to load (#51398) 
8. Stop showing empty Regions for users without Site permissions. Show only Regions that have sites 

assigned to the current user (#51042) 
9. Site cannot be located by Serial ID in the Site Tree (#48629) 
10. BI report permissions issue for admin users (#51361) 
11. Adjust the rounding to the 2nd decimal (#53078) 
12. Introduce flexible text color to improve contrast issues with the flag color (#52491) 

 
Limitations: 
1. h.265 is not supported in i3 web video streaming mode. 
2. Color distortion on M7x camera series in Kinesis video streaming mode. 
3. Social Distancing reporting not currently supported on video streaming. 
  
About version: 
Version: 6.2.2.0 
Build: August 26, 2022 

 
Please contact CMS support if you have any questions or issues. 
Email: support@i3international.com 
Tel.: 1.877.877.7241 
Live Chat: http://i3chat.i3international.com/chat 
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